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dessertenne, author 288
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diastolic 57
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effectiveness, drug 3-4, 231
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eletrocardiogram (ECG) 62
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clinical trial 320
meta-analysis 242-244
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excess risk 209
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experimental control 151
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Food and Drug Administration 9
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grepafloxacin 286
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Health Canada 136
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heart 55-58
heart attack, See myocardial infarction
heart attack, See myocardial infarction
heart disease, as chronic condition 341
heartbeat 57
heart failure 88, 90, 176, 293, 308, 317
heart rate 57
heart valves 56
prosthetic 386
hereceptin 385
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trafficking 71
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gene 69
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genetic susceptibility
to (any) adverse drug reaction 54
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genetics molecular 31
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genomic technology 385
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genotoxicity, assessment of 116
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geometry of approach, drug toward receptor 96
gleevec 385
glimepiride 302
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gastrointestinal bleeding 295
gating properties, of ion channels 47
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heart 55-58
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heart disease, as chronic condition 341
heartbeat 57
heart failure 88, 90, 176, 293, 308, 317
heart rate 57
heart valves 56
prosthetic 386
herceptin 385
heredity 36
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hERG channel 69
blockade 82, 102
trafficking 71
trafficking deficiency 85-86, 361-362
current 69
gene 69
origin of term 69
heterologous expression systems 119
high-throughput screening 92
hindbrain 61
HLA-B*5701 385
Holter monitoring 155, 157, 317, 360
entire datastream 360
homogeneity, consideration in meta-
analysis 242, 253
homology modeling 104
hormones 61
housekeeping genes and proteins 37
Hsp90 86
human factors research 338
human genome 32-33
human-machine interface 338
human-system interface 338
human pharmacology studies 5, 135-136, 319-320
hybridoma cells 127
hydrochlorothiazide 201
hydroxylation 50
hyper-responder, to drug 26
hypersensitivity reactions 127, 386
hypertension 87, 317
hypoglycemic agents 302
hypokalemia 176
hypotension 317
hypothalamus 61
hysteresis 359

I
$I_{Na}$ 65
$I_{Kr}$ 65, 68
$I_{Ks}$ 65
ibuprofen 295
immortal cells 127
immunoglobulins 127
in silico modeling 2, 101-105
in silico optimization schemes 101
inclusion criteria. See eligibility
criteria, clinical trial
individual corrected QT (QTcI) 143
individual patient/participant
data 245, 310
individual variation
in drug response 25-26
in genomes 34
industry, interactive role in drug
safety 391
inferential statistics 168
inheritance
autosomal dominant 30
autosomal recessive 30
inherited long QT syndrome 75
inherited short QT syndrome 184
inner cavity, hERG channel 82
insulin, endogenous 300
aspart 301
lispro 301
resistance 300
integrated cardiac safety,
definition 17
Integrated Summary of Safety 245
Intent-to-Treat (ITT) analysis
population 314
interactions
drug-drug 264
drug medical device 268
Interdisciplinary Review Team 179
interim analysis 303, 308
International Conference on
Harmonisation 5, 6-8
guidance documents
E3 200
E14 136, 144f, 358
S6 128
S7A 111
S7B 111, 117, 128, 358
International Human Genome
Sequencing Consortium 33
International Society of
Pharmacovigilance 270
intersection-union test 174, 360
intron 34
investigational drug 3, 137
Investigational New Drug Application 10
investigational review board 369-372
iodination 50
ions calcium (Ca²⁺) 66, 361 potassium (K⁺) 42 sodium (Na⁺) 42
ion channels calcium 361 potassium 68-70 sodium 46
ion pumps 65
ionic currents 65-70 ischemic heart disease 88

J Japan Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association 7
Japanese Ministry of Health, Labour, and Welfare 7

K Kaiser Permanente 277
Kaplan-Meier analysis 245
Kefauver-Harris Drug Amendment 196
Korotkoff sounds 59

L labeling, drug 181, 223, 298, 337, 346, 362, 376
large simple trials 235
last participant last visit, clinical trial 308
lead compound 93
lead optimization 55, 93
left ventricular diastolic dimension 318
ejection fraction 318 endocardial fraction shortening 318
size and function 320 systolic dimension 318
levaclude methadone 286
cycle approach, drug development 2, 374, 378, 380
linker, between transmembrane segments 70, 102, 104-105
lipids, in cell membranes 43
hydrated phospholipid bilayer 105
Lipinski’s ‘rule of 5’ 98
log hazard ratio 246
log odds ratio 247
log relative risk 247
logarithmic scale 214
logarithms, use of 246
logistic regression models 219
long QT syndrome. See inherited long QT syndrome.
lopinavir 291
loss of function, hERG channel 82
lower limit reference range 200
two-sided confidence interval 147

M M-cells. See myocardial cells major irreversible morbidity, cardiac 318
mapping, genetic 32
margin of error 250
Marketing Authorisation Application 10
marketing withdrawal. See drug withdrawals, from market
mechanisms of action 53
Medicaid claims 277
medical devices, postmarketing surveillance of 389
Medical Dictionary for Drug Regulatory Affairs 206
Medical Research Council 260
Medicare 277
medication errors 20, 329
null hypothesis 170
numerator, use in ratios 12
nurses 329

O
observational studies. See nonexperimental studies
odds ratio 218, 247, 306
Office of Drug Safety 271, 299
Office of New Drugs 272
Office of Surveillance and Epidemiology 271
oncology, pharmacotherapy for 316-318
optimal responders, to drug 383
optimization, of drug molecule. See lead optimization
oral, drug administration route 98
osteoarthritis 294
overuse, of health care services 334

P
palpitations 293
pancreas 301
parallel design, use in TQT study 151, 181
participant-level (patient-level) data. See individual patient/participant data
patch clamp technique 120
patent life, drug 319
patient-centered care 341
patient interviews 276
Patient Safety, report by the Institute of Medicine 342-344
patient-years events per 309
of follow-up 321
PDUFA. See Prescription Drug User Fee Act
perfect storm scenario, occurrence of torsades de pointes 358
pericardial/pleural effusion 317, 318
period effects, parallel study design 151
peristaltic contractions, in tubular hearts 56
peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-gamma (PPAR-γ) 302
Per-protocol analysis population 314
Peto fixed-effects model, in meta-analysis 313
pharmaceutical biotechnology, terminology 126
Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA) 7
pharmacists 329
pharmacodynamics 136

genetic influence 383
pharmacoepidemiology 263, 273, 378
pharmacogenetics 383f
pharmacogenomics 383f
pharmacokinetics 99, 113-114
pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic modeling 178, 362
pharmacology studies 114
pharmacophore 95
pharmacoproteomics 384
pharmacotherapeutic continuum 385
pharmacovigilance 262, 270
pharmacovigilance plan, in ICH Guidance E2E 278-279
phase 0 to 4, action potential 65
phases I-III nomenclature, clinical trials 4-5
phase IV nomenclature, clinical trial 232-233
phenylpropanolamine 294
phosphorylation 50
PhRMA's QT Statistics Expert
Working Group 143, 161
physical examinations 198
pioglitazone 302, 309, 314
plasma membrane 43
point estimate 147, 167, 251
polyclonal antibodies 127
polymorphic ventricular arrhythmia 75
polynucleotide chain/strand 27
pooled data analysis 245
pooling, adverse events 245
pore, ion channel 45, 46
portfolio, of drug candidates 381-382
positive control 152-153
postmarketing surveillance 6, 263f
active 271, 380-381
postmarketing study commitments 369
posttranslational modifications 37, 50
preapproval safety data 223-227, 364-365
precision coefficient 169, 251
precision medicine 53-54, 385-386
preclinical research. See nonclinical research
preemption 376
premarketing safety database. See preapproval safety database
prenylamine 286
Prescription Drug User Fee Act 362
concerns regarding conflict of interest 363
prescription-event monitoring 271
preventable adverse drug reactions, cost of 344
Preventing Medication Errors, report by the Institute of Medicine 344-346
primary pulmonary arterial hypertension 294
principal component analysis 84
proarrhythmic cardiac safety, definition 17
probabilities 211
propensity scores analysis 315
properties, drug molecule 97
proportions 206
prostaglandins 295
proteasome 85
proteins 39-40
protein trafficking 71
acquired deficiency 85-86, 361-362
proteome 37
proteomics 35
public health perspective, regulatory agency 390
public health trials 238
publication bias 243
pulmonary embolism 386
pulmonary valve 56
purines 27
Purkinje fibers 64, 65
assay 120
pyrimidines 27

Q
QT data 141
QTc data 121, 141-144
QTc data variation, reasons for 359
QT dispersion 83
QT interval 62-63
QT prolongation 62-63
QT/RR relationship. See hysteresis quantitative structure-activity relationships 103

R
radio telemetry 121
radionuclide ventriculography 317
randomization schedule, in TGN1412 study 135
randomized pharmaceutical clinical trial, first 260
rate-limiting step, lead
optimization 93
receptor, drug 47-48, 95
recombinant DNA technology 32, 126, 301
recombinant proteins, molecular weight 126
recombination 32
RECORD (Rosiglitazone Evaluated for Cardiac Outcomes and Regulation of Glycaemia in Diabetes) trial 303, 308
reduction, refinement, and replacement (3Rs), of animal studies 112
Reference Member State 11
reference ranges 188-189
refractory period 67
registries
for follow-up patient data 276
regulatory proteins 37
relative risk 210, 247, 306
vs. absolute risk 298, 306-307
renal dysfunction 315
repaglinide 302
replicates, TQT study 155-158
replication, DNA 30
repolarization, ventricular 67
repolarizing ionic currents 66
research pharmacology studies 114-115
responders analysis 261
rheumatoid arthritis 295
risk assessment 364
risk, communication of 298, 322-323
Risk Communication Advisory Committee 373
risk difference 208
risk evaluation and mitigation strategies 377
risk management 299, 363
risk minimization action plan 268, 267-368
ritonavir 291
RNA 34, 37, 39
RNA splicing 34
Roberts, Nobel Laureate in Medicine 34
robustness, in meta-analysis 242, 253
rofecoxib 273, 294, 296-300
rosiglitazone 300-314
Royal Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain 349
RR interval 163
‘rule of threes’ 235
S
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 127
safety pharmacology 115
safety profile 4, 193, 381
safety signal 268
sample size, TQT study 175
sampling variation 152
saquinavir 291
science of safety 380
scorpion toxin. See BmK-1 selective cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitors 295
Sentinel Initiative 357, 379, 393
sequential testing strategy 172
serial gatekeeping strategy 172
serious adverse events 205, 365
shift analysis 200
short QT syndrome 184-186
signal, safety. See safety signal single nucleotide polymorphism 35 sinoatrial node 64 site-directed mutagenesis 46 sparfloxacin 286 spatial compression, within DNA 30 spontaneous case reports 274 spontaneous reporting 267, 319 statistical power
in analysis of adverse events 226
in TQT study 359
Statistics, operational definition 194
stem cells 125
stratified medicine 385
Streptococcus pneumoniae 153
Streptomyces lividans, ion channel 102
streptomycin 260
stroke volume 58
structural heart disease 358
structural molecular engineering 96
structure-activity relationships 93, 103
suboptimal responder, to drug 383
substrate 49
sudden cardiac death 91
sulfonyltaurose 50
sulphonylureas 302
summary statistic, in meta-analysis 246
supraoptimal responder, to drug 383
supratherapeutic dose, TQT study 154, 170
Supreme Court, United States 376
surgical injuries 332
surveillance studies 233
active 271
surveys, of exposure and/or event 276
survival rate 298
syncope 76
systematic reviews 240
systole 57
systolic blood pressure 58

T

T1/2. See half-life
T4 lymphocyte counts 235
T-wave morphology 84
terfenadine 286-288
molecular weight 126
terodiline 286, 287-288, 289
TGN1412 study 135
thalamus 61
thalidomide 16, 197, 285

The Future of Drug Safety, report by the Institute of Medicine 373-375
therapeutic confirmatory studies 5
therapeutic dose
safety pharmacology studies 115
TQT study 154, 170
therapeutic exploratory studies 5
therapeutic use studies 5, 237
thiazolidinediones 302, 309
Thorough QT/QTc Study 134, 144
negative 168
positive 168
threshold of regulatory concern, TQT study 149,
other studies 320-321
threshold voltage, depolarization 68
three-dimensional geometry 96
three-dimensionality
DNA 28
drugs 51
drug receptors 51-52
thromboembolism 317
thymine 27
time at risk, of event 220
time-to-event analysis 220, 245,
310, 366
Tmax 113, 163
To Err Is Human, report by the Institute of Medicine 332-339, 380
torsades de pointes 53, 74
torsadogenic liability 86, 117,
125, 290, 358
total peripheral resistance of the systemic vasculature 60
toxicity profile. See safety profile
toxicological studies 116
toxicophore 95
TPE 83
trafficking. See protein trafficking
tranexamic acid 315
transcription, genetics 33, 84
transcriptomics 35
transfusion errors 332
transient ischemic attacks 293
translation, genetics 33, 84
translational research 340
translocation, of ions 45, 65
transmembrane potential 64
transmission genetics 31
transmural dispersion of repolarization 83
treatment effect, in meta-analysis 246f
TRIAD 84
tricuspid valve 56
tuberculosis 260

U
unacceptable cardiovascular risk 293, 320-322
unanticipated problem, adverse event as 369-372
underuse, of health care services 334
upper bound, one-sided confidence interval 149
upper limit
reference range 200
two-sided confidence interval 147
urine samples 198
utility. See decision analysis

V
valdecoxib 295
valves. See heart valves
valvular heart disease 295, 318
venous thrombosis 386
ventricles 55
ventricular arrhythmias 74
ventricular repolarization. See repolarization, ventricular
verapamil 361
‘very extensive metaboliser phenotype’ 50
VIGOR (Vioxx Gastrointestinal Outcomes Research) study 296
vital signs 202
voltage-gated, ion channel 47
voltage-sensing transmembrane segment 47

W
warfarin 386
washout period, in cross-over trials 151
weight
assigned to individual studies in meta-analysis 249-250
trial participants. See body weight
white, drosophila gene name 32
World Health Organization 269
wrong-site surgeries 332

X
xenobiotics 45
x-ray crystallography 102